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Abstract. Combinatorial game solving is a research field that is fre-
quently highlighted each time a program defeats the best human player:
Deep Blue (IBM) vs Kasparov for Chess in 1997, and Alpha Go (Google)
vs Lee Sedol for the game of Go in 2016. But what is hidden behind these
success stories ? First of all, I will consider combinatorial games from a
theoretical point of view. We will see how to proceed to properly define
and deal with the concepts of outcome, value, and winning strategy. Are
there some games for which an exact winning strategy can be expected?
Unfortunately, the answer is no in many cases (including some of the
most famous ones like Go, Othello, Chess or Checkers), as exact game
solving belongs to the problems of highest complexity. Therefore, finding
out an effective approximate strategy has highly motivated the commu-
nity of AI researchers. In the current survey, the basics of the best AI
programs will be presented, and in particular the well-known Minimax
and Monte-Carlo Tree Search approaches.

1 Combinatorial games

1.1 Introduction

Playing combinatorial games is a common activity for the general public. Indeed,
the games of Go, Chess or Checkers are rather familiar to all of us. However, the
underlying mathematical theory that enables to compute the winner of a given
game, or more generally, to build a sequence of winning moves, is rather recent.
It was settled by Berlekamp, Conway and Guy only in the late 70s [2] , [8]. The
current section will present the highlights of this beautiful theory.

In order to avoid any confusion, first note that combinatorial game theory
(here shortened as CGT) is very different from the so-called ”economic” game
theory introduced by Von Neumann and Morgenstern. I often consider that a
preliminary activity to tackle CGT issues is the reading of Siegel’s book [31]
which gives a strong and formal background on CGT. Strictly speaking, a com-
binatorial game must satisfy the following criteria:
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Definition 1 (Combinatorial game). In a combinatorial game, the following
constraints are satisfied:

– There are exactly two players, called “Left” and “Right”, who alternate
moves. Nobody can miss his turn.

– There is no hidden information : all possible moves are known to both play-
ers.

– There are no chance moves such as rolling dice or shuffling cards.
– The rules are defined in such a way that play will always come to an end.
– The last move determines the winner: in the normal play convention, the

first player unable to move loses. In the misère play convention, the last
player to move loses.

Examples of such games are Nim [6] or Domineering [20]. In the first one,
game positions are tuples of non-negative integers (a1, . . . , an). A move consists
in strictly decreasing exactly one of the values ai for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n, provided
the resulting position remains valid. The first player unable to move loses. In
other words, reaching the position (0, . . . , 0) is a winning move. The game Dom-
ineering is played on a rectangular grid. The two players alternately place a
domino on the grid under the following condition: Left must place his dominoes
vertically and Right horizontally. Once again, the first player unable to place a
domino loses. Figure 1 illustrates a position for this game, where Left started
and wins, since Right cannot place any additional horizontal domino.

Fig. 1. Playing Domineering: Right cannot play and loses

A useful property derived from Definition 1 is that any combinatorial game
can be played indifferently on a particular (finite) tree. This tree is built as
described in Definition 2.

Definition 2 (Game tree). Given a game G with starting position S, the game
tree associated to (G , S) is a semi-ordered rooted tree defined as follows:

– The vertex root correspond to the starting position S.
– All the game positions reachable for Left (resp. Right) in a single move from
S are set as left (resp. right) children of the root.
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– Apply the previous rule recursively for each child.

Figure 2 gives an example of such a game tree for Domineering with starting

position . For more convenience, note that only the top three levels of the
tree are depicted (there is one additional level when fully expanded).

Fig. 2. Game tree of a Domineering position

Now, playing any game on its game tree consists is moving alternately a to-
ken from the root to a leaf. Each player must follow an edge corresponding to
his direction (i.e., full edges for Left and dashed ones for Right). In the normal
play convention, the first player who moves the token on a leaf of the tree is the
winner. We will see later on that this tree representation is very useful, both to
compute exact and approximate strategies.

In view of Definition 1, one can remark that the specified conditions are too
strong to cover some of the well-known abstract 2-player games. For example,
Chess and Checkers may have draw outcomes, which is not allowed in a combi-
natorial game. This is due to the fact that some game positions can be visited
several times during the play. Such games are called loopy. In games like Go,
Dots and Boxes or Othello, the winner is determined with a score and not ac-
cording to the player making the last move. However, such games remain very
close to combinatorial games. Some keys can be found in the literature to deal
with their resolution ([31], chap. 6 for loopy games, and [24] for an overview on
scoring game theory). In addition, first attempts to built an “absolute” theory
that would cover normal and misère play conventions, loopy and scoring games
have been recently made [23]. Note that the concepts and issues that will be
introduced in the current survey make also sense in this extended framework.

1.2 Main issues in CGT

Given a game, researchers in CGT are generally concerned with the following
three issues:

– Who is the winner ?
– What is the value of a game (in the sense of Conway) ?
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– Can one provide a winning strategy, i.e., a sequence of optimal moves for
the winner whatever his opponent’s moves are ?

For each of the above questions, I will give some parts of answer relative to
the known theory.

The first problem is the determination of the winner of a given game, also
called outcome. In a strict combinatorial game (i.e., a game satisfying the con-
ditions of Definition 1), there are only four possible outcomes [31]:

– L if Left has a winning strategy independently of who starts the game,
– R if Right has a winning strategy independently of who starts the game,
– N if the first player has a winning strategy,
– P if the second player has a winning strategy.

This property can be easily deduced from the game tree, by labeling the
vertices from the leaves to the root. Consequently, such an algorithm allows to
compute the outcome of a game in polynomial time in the size of the tree. Yet,
a game position has often a smaller input size than the size of its correspond-
ing game tree. For example, a position (a1, . . . , an) of Nim has an input size
O(

∑n
i=1 log2(ai)), which is far smaller than the number of positions in the game

tree. Hence, computing the whole game tree is generally not the good key to
determine effectively the answer to Problem 1 below.

Problem 1 (Outcome). Given a game G with a starting position S, compute the
complexity of deciding whether (G , S) is P , N , L or R ?

Note that for loopy games, the outcome Draw is added to the list of the
possible outcomes.

Example 1. The game Domineering played on a 3× 1 grid is clearly L since
there is no available (horizontal) move for Right. On a 3 × 2 and 3 × 3 grids,
one can quickly check that the first player has a winning strategy. Such positions
are thus N . When n > 3, it can also be easily proved that 3 × n grids are R ,
since placing an horizontal domino in the middle row allows two free moves for
Right, whereas a vertical move do not constraint further moves of Left.

We now present a second major issue in CGT that can be considered as a
refinement of the previous one.

Problem 2 (Value). Given a game G with a starting position S, compute its
Conway’s value.

The concept of game value was first defined by Conway in [8]. In his theory,
each game position is assigned a numeric value among the set of surreal numbers.
Roughly speaking, it corresponds to the number of moves ahead that Left has
towards his opponent. For instance, position of Domineering has value
−2 since Right can place two more dominoes than Left before being blocked. A
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more formal definition can be found in [31]. Just note that Conway’s values are
defined recursively and can also be computed from the game tree.

Knowing the value of a game allows to deduce its outcome. For example, all
games having a strictly positive value are L and all games having a zero value
are P . Moreover, its knowledge is even more paramount when the game splits
in sums: it means that a game G can be considered as a set of independent
smaller games whose values allows to compute the overall value of G . Consider
the example depicted by Fig. 3. This game position can be considered as a sum

of the three components , , and of respective outcomes L , L and R ,
and respective Conway’s values 1/2, 1/2 and −1. From this decomposition, there
is no way to compute the outcome of the general position from the outcomes of
each component. Indeed, the sum of three components having outcomes L , L ,
and R can either be L , R , P or N . However, the sum of the three values can
be easily computed and equals 0: we can conclude that the overall position of
Fig. 3 is P .

Fig. 3. Sum of Domineering positions

Example 2. Computing Conway’s values of Domineering is not easy even for
small grids and there is no known formula to get them. On the other hand, the
case of the game of Nim is better known. Indeed, Conway’s value of any position
(a1, . . . , an) is an infinitesimal surreal number equal to a1⊕ . . .⊕ an, where ⊕ is
the bitwise XOR operator.

The last problem is generally considered once (at least) the first one is solved.

Problem 3 (Winning strategy). Given a game G and a starting position S, give a
winning move from S for the player having a winning strategy. Do it recursively
whatever the answer of the other player is.

There are really few games for which this question can be solved with a
polynomial time algorithm. The game of Nim is one of them.

Example 3. A winning strategy is known for the game of Nim: from any posi-
tion (a1, . . . , an) of outcome N , there always exists a greedy algorithm that yields
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to a position (a′1, . . . , a
′
n) whose bitwise sum a′1⊕ . . .⊕a′n equals 0 (meaning that

it will be losing for the other player).

2 Complexity of combinatorial games

The complexity of combinatorial games is correlated to the computational com-
plexity of the above problems. First of all, one can notice that all these problems
are decidable, since it suffices to consider a simple algorithm on the game tree
to have an answer. Of course, the size of the game tree remains an obstacle
compared with the size of a game position. In [18], Fraenkel claims a game G is
polynomial if:

– Problem 1 and Problem 3 can be solved in polynomial time for any starting
position S of G .

– Winning strategies in G can be consumed in at most an exponential number
of moves.

– These two properties remain valid for any sum of two game positions of G .

If this definition is not always considered as a standard by the CGT com-
munity, there is a general agreement to say that the computational complexities
of Problems 1 and 3 are the main criteria to evaluate the overall complexity of
a game. Of course, this question makes sense only for games whose positions
depends on some parameters such as the size of a grid, the values in a tuple...
This explains why many famous games have been defined in the literature in a
generalized version (e.g. Chess, Go, Checkers on a n×n board...). For almost all
of them, even the computational complexity of Problem 1 is very high, as shown
by the following table (extracted from [5] and [21]). Note that the belonging to
class PSPACE or EXPTIME depends on the length of the play (exponential for
EXPTIME and polynomial for PSPACE).

Game Complexity

Tic Tac Toe PSPACE-complete
Othello PSPACE-complete

Hex PSPACE-complete
Amazons PSPACE-complete

Checkers EXPTIME-complete
Chess EXPTIME-complete

Go EXPTIME-complete

Table 1. Complexity of well-known games in their generalized versions

In addition to these well-known games, there are many other combinato-
rial games that have been proved to be at least PSPACE-hard: Node-Kayles
and Snort [28], many variations on Geography [25] or many other games on
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graphs. In 2009, Demaine and Hearn wrote a rich book about the complexity of
many combinatorial games and puzzles [16]. If this list confirms that games be-
long to decision problems of highest complexity, some of them admit a lower one.
The game of Nim is one of them and is luckily not the only one. For example,
many games played on tuples of integers admit a polynomial winning strategy
derived from tools arising from arithmetic, algebra or combinatorics on words.
See the recent survey [11] which summarizes some of these games. Moreover,
some games on graphs proved to be PSPACE-complete have a more afford-
able complexity on particular families of graphs. For example, Node Kayles
is proved to be polynomial on paths and cographs [4]. This is also the case for
Geography played on undirected graphs [19]. Finally, note that the complexity
of Domineering is still an open problem.

If the computational complexity of many games is often very high, it makes
no sense to consider it when the game positions have a constant size. It is in
particular the case for well-known board games such as Chess on a 8× 8 board,
the game of Go on a 19 × 19 board, or standard Hex. Solving them is often
a question a computational performance and algorithmic optimization on the
game tree. In this context, these games can be classified according to the status
of their resolution. For that purpose, Allis [1] defined three levels of resolution
for a game:

– ultra-weakly solved: the answer of Problem 1 is known, but Problem 3 remains
open. This is for instance the case of Hex, that is winning for the first player,
but no winning strategy has been computed yet.

– weakly solved: Problem 1 and 3 are solved for the standard starting position
(e.g., standard initial position of Checkers, empty board of Tic Tac Toe). As
a consequence, the known winning strategy is not improved if the opponent
does not play optimally.

– strongly solved: Problem 1 and 3 are solved for any starting position.

According to this definition, Table 2 summerizes the current knowledge about
the resolution of some games.

Game Size of the board Resolution status

Tic Tac Toe 3 × 3 Strong
Connect Four 6 × 7 Strong

Checkers 8 × 8 Weak
Hex 11 × 11 Ultra-Weak
Go 19 × 19 Open

Chess 8 × 8 Open
Othello 8 × 8 Open

Table 2. Status of the resolutions of several well-known games
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A natural question arises when reading the above table. What makes a game
harder than another one ? If there is obviously no universal answer, Fraenkel
suggests several relevant criteria in [17].

– The average branching factor, i.e., the average number of available moves
from a position (around 35 for Chess and 250 for the game of Go).

– The total number of game positions (1018 for Checkers, 10171 for the game
of Go).

– The existence of cycles. In other words, loopy games are harder than non
loopy ones.

– Impartial or Partizan. A game is said impartial if both players always have
the same available moves. It implies the game tree to be symmetric. Nim is
an example of an impartial game, whereas Domineering and all the games
mentioned in Table 2 are not. Such games are called partizan. Impartial
games are in general easier to solve since their Conway’s values are more
“controlled”.

– The fact that the game can be decomposed into sums of smaller independent
games (as it is the case for Domineering).

– The number of final positions.

Based on these considerations, how to deal with games whose complexity is
too high - either theoretically, or simply in view of their empirical hardness?
Approximate resolutions (especially for Problem 3) must be considered and ar-
tificial intelligence algorithms were introduced to this end.

3 AI algorithms to deal with the hardest games

In the previous section, we have seen that Problem 1 remains unsolved for games
having a huge number of positions. If the recent work of Schaeffer et al. [29] on
Checkers was a real breakthrough (they found the exact outcome, which is a
Draw), getting a similar result for games like Chess, Othello or Go seems cur-
rently out of reach. Moreover, researchers generally feel more concerned by find-
ing a good way to play these games rather than computing the exact outcome.
In the 50s, this interest led to the beginnings of artificial intelligence [30] and the
construction of the first programs to play Chess [3]. For more information about
computer game history, see [27]. Before going into more details on AI programs
for games, note that in general, these algorithms work on a slight variation of
the game tree given in Definition 2, where Left is always supposed to be the
first player, and only the moves of one player are represented on a level of the
tree. For example, the children of the root correspond exclusively to the moves
available for Left, their children to the possible answers for Right...

3.1 MiniMax algorithms

The first steps in combinatorial game programming were made for Chess. The
so-called MiniMax approach is due to Shannon and Turing in the 50s and has
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been widely considered in many other AI programs. Its main objective is to
minimize the maximum loss of each player. This algorithm requires some expert
knowledge of the game, as it uses an evaluation function of the values of game
positions.

Roughly speaking, in a MiniMax algorithm, the game tree is built up to a
certain depth. Then each leaf of this partial game tree is evaluated thanks to an
evaluation function. This function is the key of the algorithm and is based on
heuristic considerations. For example, the Chess computer Deep Blue (who first
defeated a human world champion in 1996) had an evaluation function based on
hundreds of parameters (e.g. compare the power of a non-blocked tower versus
a protected king). These parameters were tuned after an fine analyze of 700,000
master games. Each parent node of a leaf is then assigned a value equals to the
minimum value of its children (wlog, we here assume that the depth is even -
then the last moves correspond to moves for Right, whose goal is to minimize
the game value). The next parent nodes are evaluated by taking the maximum
value among their children (it corresponds to moves for Left). Then recursively
each parent node is evaluate according to the values of its children, by taking
alternately the minimum or the maximum according to whether it is Left or
Right’s turn. Figure 4 illustrates this algorithm on a tree of depth 4. In this
example, assume an evaluation function provides the values located on the leaves
of the tree. Then MiniMax ensures that Left can force a win with a score equals
to 4. Red nodes are those for which the maximum of the children is taken, i.e.,
positions from which Left has to play.

4

34

7 4 12 3

7 -5 4 -2 12 3

10 7 -5 4 3 -2 12 3 8

Fig. 4. MinMax algorithm on a tree of depth 4

In addition to an expert tuning of the evaluation function, another signifi-
cant enhancement was made with the introduction of Alpha-Beta pruning [12].
It consists in a very effective selective cut-off of the Minimax algorithm with-
out loss of information. Indeed, if after having computed the values of the first
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branches, it turns out that the overall value of the root is at least v, then one can
prune all the unexplored branches whose values are guaranteed to be less than v.
The ordering of the branches in the game tree then turns out to be paramount,
as it can considerably increase the efficiency of the algorithm. In addition to
this technique, one can also mention the use of transposition tables (adjoined to
alpha-beta pruning) to speed up the search in the game tree.

Nowadays, the MiniMax algorithm (together with its improving techniques)
is still used by the best algorithms to solve games admitting a relevant evaluation
function. This is for example the case for Chess, Checkers, Connect Four or
Othello. Yet, we will see that for other games, some probabilistic approaches
turn out to be more efficient.

3.2 Monte-Carlo approaches

In 2006, Coulom [9] suggested to combine the principle of the MiniMax algo-
rithm with Monte Carlo methods. These methods were formalized in the 40s to
deal with hard problems by taking a random sampling. For example, they can
be used to estimate the value of π. Of course, the quality of the approximated
solution partially depends on the size of the sample. In our case, their applica-
tion will consist in simulating many random games.

The combination of both MiniMax and Monte Carlo methods is called MCTS,
which stands for Monte Carlo Tree Search. Since its introduction, it has been
considered by much research on AI for games. This success is mainly explained
by the significant improvements made by computer Go programs that are using
this technique. Moreover, it has also shown very good performances for problems
for which other techniques had poor ones (e.g. some problems in combinatorial
optimization, puzzles, multi-player games, scheduling , operation research...).
Another great advantage of MCTS is that there is no need of a strong expert
knowledge to implement a good algorithm. Hence it can be considered for prob-
lems for which humans do not have a strong background. In addition, MCTS
can be stopped at any time to provide the current best solution and the tree
built so far can be reused for the next step.

In what follows, we will give the necessary information to understand the
essence of MCTS applied to games. For additional material, the reader could
refer to the more exhaustive survey [7].

The basic MCTS algorithm consists in building progressively the game tree,
guided by the results of the previous explorations of it. Unlike the standard Min-
iMax algorithm, the tree is built in an asymmetric manner. The in-depth search
is considered only for the most promising branches that are chosen according
to a tuned selection policy. This policy relies on the values of each node of the
tree. Roughly speaking, the value of a node vi corresponds to the percentage
of winning random simulations when vi is played. Of course this value become
more and more accurate when the tree grows.
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Description As illustrated in Fig. 5, each iteration of MCTS is organized
around 4 steps called descent, growth, roll-out and update. Numbers in grey
correspond to the estimate values of each node (a function of the pourcentage
of win). Here are their main description:

– Descent: starting from the root of the game tree, a child is recursively selected
according to the selection policy. As seen on the figure, a MiniMax selection
is used to descend the tree, according to the values of each node (here, B1
is the most promising move for Left, then E1 for Right). This descent stops
when it lands on a node that needs to be expanded (also given by the policy).
In our example, the node E1 is such a node.

– Growth: Add one or more children to this expandable node in the tree. On
Fig. 5, Node B4 is added to the tree.

– Rollout: From an added node, make a simulation by playing random moves
until the end of the game. In our example, the random simulation from B4
leads to a loss for Left.

– Update: the result of the simulation is backpropagated to the moves of the
tree that have been selected. Their values are thus updated.

C2B1A3 E3

E3 B4

A3 D1 E1

0.6 0.2 0.10.1

0.8 0.2 0.1

Final positions

1 0

P

descent

growth

rollout

update

Fig. 5. The four stages of the MCTS algorithm

Improvements In general, MCTS is not used in a raw version and is frequently
combined with additional features. As detailed in [36], there is a very rich liter-
ature on the improvements brought to MCTS. They can be organized according
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to the stage they impact. Table 3 summarizes the most important enhancements
brought to MCTS.

Stage Improvement

Descent UCT (2006) [22]
Descent RAVE (2007) [15]
Descent Criticality (2009) [10]
Growth FPU (2007) [35]
Rollout Pool-RAVE (2011), [26]
Rollout NST (2012) [33]
Rollout BHRF (2016) [14]
Update Fuego reward (2010) [13]

Table 3. Main improvements brought to MCTS

One of the most important feature of the algorithm is the node selection
policy during the descent. At each step of this stage, MCTS chooses the node
that maximizes (or minimizes, according to whether it is Left or Right’s turn)
some quantity. A formula that is frequently used is called Upper Confidence
Bounds (UCB). It associates to each node vi of the tree the following value:

V (vi) + C ×
√

lnN

ni
,

where V (vi) is the percentage of winning simulations involving vi, ni is the total
number of simulations involving vi, N is the number of times its parent has
been visited, and C is a tunable parameter. This formula is well-known in the
context of bandit problems (choose sequentially amongst n actions the best one
in order to maximize the cumulative reward). It allows in particular to deal with
the exploration-exploitation dilemma, i.e., to find a balance between exploring
unvisited nodes and reinforce the statistics of the best ones. The combination of
MCTS and UCB is called UCT [22].

A second common enhancement for MCTS during the descent is the RAVE
estimator (Rapide Action-Value Estimator [15]). It consists in considering each
move of the rollout as important as the first move. In other words, the moves
visited during the rollout stage will also affect the values of the same moves
in the tree. On Fig. 5, imagine the move E3 is played during the simulation
depicted with dashed line. Then RAVE will thus modify the UCB value of the
node E3 of the tree (the RAVE formula will not be given here).

MCTS has also been widely studied in order to increase the quality of the
random simulations. A first way to mimic the strategy of a good player is to
consider evaluations functions based on expert knowledge. In [34], moves are
categorized according to several criteria: location on the board, capturing or
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blocking potential and proximity to the last move. Then the approach is to eval-
uate the probability that a move belonging to a category will be played by a real
player. This probability is determined by analyzing a huge sample of real games
played by either humans or computers. Of course this strategy is fully specific to
the game on which MCTS is applied. More generic approaches were considered
such as NST [33], BHRF [14] or Pool RAVE [26]. In the first two ones, good
sequences of moves are kept in memory. Indeed, it is rather frequent that given
successive attacking moves of a player, there is an usual sequence of answers of
the opponent to defend himself. In the second one, the random rollout policy is
biased by the values in the game tree, i.e., good moves visited in the tree are
likely to be played during a simulation.

In addition to the enhancements applied to the different stages of MCTS,
one can also mention several studies to parallelize the algorithm that perform
very good results [36].

We cannot conclude this survey without mentioning the outstanding perfor-
mances of Google’s program Alpha Go [32]. Like Deep Blue for Chess, Alpha
Go is the first AI to defeat the best human player in Go. This program runs
an MCTS algorithm combined with two deep neural networks. The first one is
called the Policy network and is used during the descent phase to find out the
most promising moves. It was bootstrapped from many games of human experts
(around 30 million moves analyzed during three weeks on 50 GPU). The rein-
forcement learning was then enhanced by many games of self-play. The second
neural network is called Value network and can be considered as the first pow-
erful evaluation function for Go that is used to bias the rollout policy. If Alpha
Go’s performances show a real breakthrough in AI programs for games, the last
day of this research field has not yet come. In particular, the need of expert
knowledge to bootstrap the networks cannot be considered when dealing with
problems for which humans have a poor expertise.

4 Perspectives

Working on problems as hard as combinatorial games is a real challenge, both
for CGT and AI researchers. The major results obtained in the past years are
very stimulating and encourage many people to strengthen the overall effort on
the topic. Hence, from a theoretical point of view, the next step for CGT is the
construction of a general framework to cope with scoring games. In particular,
the question of the sum of two scoring games is paramount, as it is radically
different from the sum games in normal play convention (one cannot simply add
the values of each game). First attempts have been recently made in that sense
to consider Conway’s values as waiting moves in scoring games.

Concerning AI algorithms for games, as said in the above paragraph, Alpha
Go has been a breakthrough for the area but very exciting issues remain. More
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precisely, the neural network approach proposed by Google requires a wide set
of expert knowledge and needs computer power for a long time. However, there
are some games for which both are not available. In particular, the example of
General Game Playing is a real challenge for AI algorithms, as the rules of the
game are given at the latest 20 minutes before running the program. Supervised
learning techniques like those of Alpha Go are thus almost impossible to set up,
and standard MCTS enhancements are currently the most effective ones for this
kind of problem. In addition, one can also look for adapting MCTS to problems
of higher uncertainty such as multi-player games or games having randomness
in their rules (use of dices for example). First results have already been made in
that direction [36].
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